
Gallery Canvas Wraps, Square Wood Frame

100% cotton fabric canvas
Poplar wood frame with espresso walnut or black finish
For indoor use only
High image quality and detail

Pre-installed hanging hardware
Built into the frame, along with protective felt bumpers. The hanging hardware is placed at the top of the frame

100% Cotton canvas
Printed on a natural white, matte, ultra smooth, 100% cotton canvas with 400gsm standard

Vibrant colors
The latest printing techniques provide bright and crisp colors 

Care instructions
If the canvas does gather any dust, you may wipe it off gently with a clean, damp cloth.



Canvas Gallery Wraps

High image quality and detail
Built with a patented solid support face
NB! For indoor use only
100% cotton fabric (400gsm)
Horizontal, vertical and square options available
Closed MDF backing

Hard sealed backing
Comes with hanging hardware for an effortless install of the canvas

Taut corners
Beautifully finished, taut corners that give a clean and crisp look

100% Cotton canvas
Printed on a natural white, matte, ultra smooth, 100% cotton canvas with 400gsm standard

Vibrant colors
The latest printing techniques and custom-developed, archival pigment-based inks provide bright and 
crisp colors matching your craziest designs

Care instructions
If the canvas does gather any dust, you may wipe it off gently with a clean, damp cloth.



Premium Matte Vertical Posters

NB! Due to the production process of these posters, please allow for slight size deviations with a tolerance +/- 1/16".
175 gsm fine art paper
Multiple sizes
Matte finish
For indoor use

Museum grade paper
Museum grade paper is known to be archival, which means it can be stored for a long time without turning yellow

Pigmented archival inks
Bright and intense colors for your desired design that will not fade when exposed to sunlight regularly

Pigmented archival inks
Bright and intense colors for your desired design that will not fade when exposed to sunlight regularly

Care instructions
If the poster does gather any dust, you may wipe it off gently with a clean, dry cloth
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